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Łukasz Targoszyński specializes in mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, as well as in 

foreign direct investments. Łukasz has participated in introducing the largest players from the 

BPO and SSC sector to the Polish market, in particular entities from the banking and finance 

sector, and advises them on all matters related to their day-to-day operation. He owes his in-

depth understanding of the shared services industry to many years of cooperation with a 

nationwide organization associating representatives of companies from this sector, advising 

on its current activities as well as on the activities of its member companies. 
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Michał is a lawyer specializing in employment and HR law. He has extensive experience in 

matters related to hiring staff, employee restructuring, HR policies, temporary work and labour 

disputes. He also specializes in relations with trade unions and HR matters in transactions 

and reorganizations of companies. Michał graduated from the Warsaw and Edinburgh 

Universities as well as the Warsaw School of Economics. From many years he has worked 

for the biggest international law firms in Poland. Counsel and Co-Head of Employment 

Practice at Baker McKenzie Poland. 
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Martyna advises clients on personal data protection and IP law. Experienced in representing 

individuals and entrepreneurs in court proceedings. Martyna also advised on the current legal 

consultancy for businesses, including employment law. Her expertise includes intellectual 

property law, in particular copyright, preparing license agreements and transferring monetary 

copyrights, representation of entrepreneurs and natural persons in disputes at pre-litigation 

and at the court stage, and advising on protection of personal data, preparation of 

documentation in connection with the implementation of GDPR. 
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Izabela Puchalska is a junior lawyer focuses her practice on civil law litigation and commercial 

law, with particular consideration of dispute resolution and litigation, mergers and acquisition 

transactions and day-to-day corporate maintenance. Izabela is mostly involved in transactions 

concerning acquisition of shares and reorganization of companies. She is also experienced in 

matters relating to regulatory law. 


